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the innovative electric brake will recharge your battery on the go. use the drum brake lever for more stopping power. bright handlebar height front light and bright rear tail-light that is always on when headlight is turned on. it doubles as a brake light and becomes brighter when braking. it

has great stability, great power, and is a lot of fun to ride. my girlfriend and i have been riding for about 3 weeks now, and we feel this bike is great for beginners or experienced riders. we are not into extreme or risky riding, so this bike is perfect for us. it is very comfortable, easy to
maintain, and easy to assemble. for the price, this is a great bike for beginners and more advanced riders alike. the fluid mosquito combines ultra-portability with an excellent power profile. with only 29 lbs, this lightweight and foldable electric scooter is right for everyone who needs a

compact and portable scooter but does not want to compromise on performance. the 500w motor with 700w peak output can tackle hills and accelerate quickly to 25+mph for a fun ride. although designed for shorter rides, the 48v 9.6ah battery deliversan impressive realistic range of over
20 miles (165lb rider, constant 15 mph speed), and recharges in around 5 hours. the power of the original carried over to the tracer. the motor is capable of hitting peak power of 300w, providing a very torquey and powerful scooter. the rear-loading 24-volt battery can be recharged in less
than 12 hours, and the 500w peak power allows you to cruise over city streets at over 30mph. the ergonomic seat is positioned for comfort and the ergonomic footrests allow for excellent control. the bright white led headlights and reflectors ensure visibility on the road, and the easy-to-

use throttle controls allow for precise control.
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